Imaging may be promising for colorectal cancer (CRC) screening, since it has test characteristics comparable with colonoscopy but is less invasive. We aimed to assess the potential of CT colonography (CTC) and MR colonography (MRC) in terms of (cost-effectiveness) using the Adenoma and Serrated pathway to Colorectal CAncer model.
that inclusion of the serrated pathway to CRC hardly affected model predictions when serrated lesions were removed upon detection, which is clinical practice. 27 Thus, in the model, all CRCs arise from adenomas and only advanced adenomas can progress to CRC. Advanced adenomas are defined as adenomas which are either 10 mm or larger, have any villous component or have high-grade dysplasia.
28
CRC consists of four different stages according to the tumour-node-metastasis (TNM) classification system. Non-symptomatic tumours can progress to a more advanced stage or become detected, either by screening or by symptoms. The model satisfactorily reproduces the Dutch ageand sex-specific adenoma and serrated lesion prevalence as reported in the COlonoscopy vs COlonography Screening trial 12 and Dutch CRC incidence and mortality rates.
29 Figure 1 . Flowchart of the adenoma-carcinoma pathway in the Adenoma and Serrated pathway to Colorectal CAncer model. It can be noted that advanced adenoma is a definition and not a state in the model.
Screening strategies
We considered a treatment-only strategy without screening and 12 screening strategies that differed with respect to the primary screening instrument, screening interval and the number of screening rounds. The primary screening instruments were CTC, MRC, colonoscopy and FIT. For the imaging techniques, we considered four strategies with screening ages 55 and 65 years; 55, 65 and 75 years; 50, 60, 70 and 80 years; and 55, 60, 65, 70 and 75 years. For colonoscopy, three screening strategies were evaluated with screening at ages 55 and 65 years; 55, 65 and 75 years; and 50, 60, 70 and 80 years. For FIT testing, the Dutch programme was simulated consisting of biennial FIT screening in individuals aged 55-75 years.
For each strategy, we used observed participation rates from Dutch implementation trials. For CTC, colonoscopy and FIT, observed participation rates were 34, 12 22 12 and 63%. 30 For MRC, participation was set at 34% because MRC may be expected to have comparable participation rates as CTC. Because data on individual participation patterns are lacking, we assumed for all screening modalities that the probability to attend screening is equal for each individual and is unrelated to participation in previous or future screening rounds. Screening participants with a positive imaging test or FIT test are referred to diagnostic colonoscopy. CTC and MRC were considered positive when small (6-9 mm) or large adenomas (≥10 mm) or CRC were detected. For FIT testing, a cut-off point of 75 ng/ml was used. Adherence to diagnostic colonoscopy after a positive screening test was assumed to be 96%. 31 Polypectomy was performed on all detected adenomas and a risk score was calculated based on the number, size and location of adenomas. This risk score determines the surveillance protocol, as specified in the Dutch surveillance guidelines. 32 Participation for surveillance was set at 96%. Table 1 provides an overview of the lesion-specific test characteristics for all evaluated screening tests. Test characteristics were based on meta-analyses on CTC, 16, 17, 33 screening trials and a meta-analysis on MRC 18-21 and a systematic review on colonoscopy. 34 Because the literature does not provide lesion-specific FIT sensitivities, these were estimated via calibration of the model-predicted FIT positivity and detection rates for advanced adenomas and CRC to figures reported for a Dutch FIT screening trial. 35 A detailed description of this calibration has been published previously.
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Test characteristics
26 Table 1 . CRC, colorectal cancer.
a We assumed that the positivity rate in individuals with diminutive adenomas is equal to that in healthy individuals (i.e.
individuals with no adenoma).
Costs
Costs related to screening and treatment of CRC are shown in Table 2 , together with the source of each item. All costs were converted to 2014 Euros using the consumer price index for that year. 36 Furthermore, we assumed a small risk of complications such as bowel perforations after colonography and colonoscopy. 37, 38 The costs of these complications are also taken into account.
Since there are no data on costs of complications after colonography, we assumed these to be equal to the costs of complications after colonoscopy. Total costs were determined from a healthcare perspective. 
Cost-effectiveness analyses
For each strategy, a cohort of 10,000,000 individuals was simulated. Results of each strategy included the number of colonoscopies due to the screening programme, the proportion of negative colonoscopies, number of CRC deaths, total lifetime costs per person and number of life-years (LY) lived per person. For the cost-effectiveness analyses, model predictions for total costs and LY from age 50 years onwards were used. Both were discounted using a discount rate of 3%. 39 The outcomes of each screening strategy were compared with no screening by calculating the incremental costeffectiveness ratio (ICER), which is the difference in costs divided by the difference in LY. An ICER less than the Dutch gross domestic product per capita in 2013, i.e. €35,916/life-year gained (LYG), was considered cost-effective. 36,40 A strategy is considered dominant (also called strong dominance) when it is equally or more effective and less costly than another strategy or combination of other strategies.
Sensitivity analyses
We repeated all base-case analyses with a natural history parameter set representing low and high adenoma prevalence (Appendix A) to assess the impact of natural history assumptions. Furthermore, we assessed the impact of the following changes in one-way sensitivity analyses: (1) increasing and decreasing the costs of CRC treatment by both 25% and 50% to account for countryspecific treatment costs as well as new treatment regimes, (2) increasing and decreasing the positivity rate of imaging techniques for small and large adenomas by 5%, (3) increasing and decreasing the positivity rate of imaging techniques in healthy individuals by 5%, (4) increasing and decreasing the costs per imaging test by €50 and (5) lowering the costs of complications due to imaging tests to €1000 and €500 because these complications may be less severe, and thus less costly, than complications due to colonoscopy. Finally, we set the participation rates of all screening modalities to 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100%. Table 3 shows for each screening modality and for no screening the number of diagnostic and surveillance colonoscopies due to the screening programme as well as the number of CRC deaths. Without screening, the ASCCA model predicted 28.3 CRC deaths per lifetime of 1000 individuals. CTC and MRC led to comparable reductions in CRC deaths per 1000 individuals of around 25, 31, 35 and 45% for two, three, four and five screening rounds, respectively. For colonoscopy, reductions in CRC deaths for two, three, and four screening rounds were similar to the imaging strategies with an equal number of screening rounds. To achieve this reduction, 80-94 colonoscopies per prevented death were required in colonoscopy screening, and 35-38 colonoscopies per prevented death were required in CTC and MRC screening. FIT screening led to the highest reduction in CRC deaths, i.e. 57%, and required 34 colonoscopies to prevent 1 CRC death.
RESULTS
Effect of screening on the number of colorectal cancer deaths and colonoscopies
Besides requiring the highest number of colonoscopies to prevent one death, colonoscopy screening also had the highest proportion of negative colonoscopies, i.e. 70-73% (Table 3) . Using another primary screening instrument to preselect individuals at increased risk for referral to colonoscopy, the proportion of negative colonoscopies was considerably lower. CTC had the lowest proportion of negative colonoscopies (33-37%). Please note that the proportion of negative colonoscopies is related to the number of individuals with false-positive findings on the FIT or imaging test. Figure 2 shows a cost-effectiveness plane with the incremental costs of each screening modality plotted against the number of LYG compared with no screening. In addition, from the origin, representing no screening, a dotted line is plotted with a slope corresponding to an ICER of €35,916/LYG, i.e. the Dutch gross domestic product per capita. Strategies located right from this line can be considered cost-effective compared with no screening. Strategies that are located in the lower right quadrant are dominant, i.e. they are both more effective and less costly than no screening. CTC strategies led to similar LYG as MRC strategies with an equal number of screening rounds. The health gain of CTC and MRC ranged between 0.031 and 0.048 LYG per person compared with no screening, for 2-5 screening rounds. However, MRC strategies cost €60-110 per person more than CTC strategies with an equal number of screening rounds. This is mainly due to the higher costs per test. The imaging strategies with a 10-year interval were slightly more effective (0.003 LY per person) than colonoscopy screening with an equal number of screening rounds, due to the difference in trial-based participation rates. When the screening interval for the imaging strategies was set at 5 years, imaging was more effective than all colonoscopy strategies. When comparing this 5-yearly strategy to the most effective colonoscopy strategy, i.e. four 10-yearly rounds of colonoscopy screening, imaging led to 0.01 more LY per person. FIT screening was the most effective strategy with 0.064 LYG compared with no screening. When taking no screening as the reference, all screening strategies were cost-effective. Each strategy led to more LY at lower costs than no screening (Table 3) . Being the most effective screening strategy and saving most costs, FIT screening dominated all other screening strategies.
Cost-effectiveness analyses
We also calculated ICERs of the imaging strategies using three rounds of colonoscopy screening as the reference, as this is one of the recommended CRC screening strategies in the USA (Table 4) . 41 CTC and MRC strategies with three, four or five screening rounds were cost-effective alternatives for three rounds of colonoscopy screening. Five rounds of CTC screening was even more effective at lower costs. In an incremental analysis, CTC with five screening rounds was found to be cost-effective. When FIT screening was taken as the comparator, none of the strategies were costeffective alternatives; all strategies were less effective and more costly. Table 4 . The discounted life-years (LY) and total costs per individual for three rounds of colonoscopy screening (reference) and eight imaging strategies. The imaging strategies are ordered according to increasing costs. The ICER of each imaging strategy compared to three rounds of colonoscopy screening is indicated by ICER 1 whereas ICER 2 is calculated using the nearest cheaper strategy that is not dominated as the reference.
CTC, computed tomographic colonography; ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; LYG, life-year gained; MRC, magnetic resonance colonography. ICERs in bold indicate strategies that are cost-effective compared to three rounds of colonoscopy screening according to a cost-effectiveness threshold of €35,916/LYG.
* ICER compared to five rounds of CTC screening.
Sensitivity analyses
Appendix B shows the results of the sensitivity analyses concerning natural history assumptions, treatment costs, test characteristics of imaging strategies, costs per imaging test and costs of complications due to imaging. Model predictions were robust to changes in these parameters. In all sensitivity analyses, screening remained more effective than no screening (Supplementary Table B1 ). In most analyses, screening was also less costly than no screening. Only when the treatment costs decreased by 50%, MRC strategies with 2-5 screening rounds cost an additional €31-91 per person compared with no screening. Nevertheless, compared with no screening, the maximum ICER was 11,946 €/LYG, meaning that all screening strategies were still costeffective compared with no screening.
In direct comparison with three rounds of colonoscopy screening (Supplementary Table B2 ), CTC screening with three, four or five rounds and MRC screening with four or five rounds were costeffective in all sensitivity analyses. Three rounds of MRC screening was no longer cost-effective when the positivity rate for small and large adenomas was decreased by 5% or when the costs per test were increased by €50. Two rounds of CTC became a cost-effective alternative when the positivity rate for small and large adenomas was increased by 5%, whereas two rounds of MRC was a cost- In an incremental analysis, CTC with five rounds remained the only cost-effective strategy. Only when the treatment costs decreased by 50% or when the costs of complications were set at €500, CTC with three rounds and CTC with four rounds were also cost-effective alternatives, respectively. When FIT screening was considered the reference strategy, none of the imaging strategies were cost-effective in any of the sensitivity analyses.
Finally, we assessed the impact of setting the participation rates of all screening strategies to 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100%, as shown in Table 5 . When participation rates of screening strategies change substantially, the ordering in terms of cost-savings and effects may also change considerably. In the base-case analysis, FIT screening dominated all other screening strategies under evaluation. Table 5 shows that under specific, and unlikely, circumstances, imaging could lead to more LYG and lower costs than FIT screening. For example, four rounds of CTC at 60% participation resulted in 0.038 LYG and cost-savings of €96 compared with FIT screening at 20% participation.
When comparing strategies at the same participation rate, the ordering in terms of incremental health effects and cost-savings remained fairly similar. At equal participation, in general, colonoscopy was the most effective strategy with the highest cost-savings. 
DISCUSSION
In this study, we assessed the cost-effectiveness of several strategies of CTC and MRC screening for CRC compared with no screening, colonoscopy screening and FIT screening. According to our model predictions, all imaging strategies were cost-effective compared with no screening. Although MRC strategies led to similar health gains as CTC strategies with an equal number of screening rounds, the cost-savings were lower, which was mainly due to the higher costs per test.
Since this is the first study to assess the cost-effectiveness of MRC screening for CRC, it is not possible to compare our results for MRC screening with other studies. However, we also included CTC, colonoscopy and FIT screening, which are evaluated by various other modelling studies. A review of these studies 42 concluded that CRC screening is cost-effective compared with no screening for all screening modalities. In addition, some of the studies included in the review reported that colonoscopy, CTC and FIT screening were more effective and less costly than no screening. This is in line with our results. Because several countries have already implemented a CRC screening programme, we also compared imaging-based screening with colonoscopy screening and FIT screening. Especially the comparison with colonoscopy screening, which is for example implemented in Austria, Greece and Poland, 43 is interesting because CTC and MRC have comparable test characteristics for large adenomas and CRC compared with colonoscopy screening 13-21 but are less invasive. Also, bowel preparation, which is an important barrier in colonoscopy screening, 7,44 is likely to be less burdensome for imaging techniques. 24, 45 Therefore, higher participation rates may be achievable.
This is underlined by the findings in a Dutch trial comparing colonoscopy and CTC screening in which participation rates were 22% and 34%, respectively.
12
Our study showed that imaging can be an attractive alternative to colonoscopy screening. An incremental analysis of imaging strategies showed that CTC with five rounds was the preferred imaging alternative. Besides being cost-effective, imaging can lead to a considerable health gain as well as a decrease in screening burden. A health gain of 0.018 LY, corresponding with a 22% reduction in CRC deaths, can be achieved with five rounds of imaging. Furthermore, compared with colonoscopy screening, the number of colonoscopies required to prevent one CRC death can be reduced by 55% when imaging is the primary screening test. Also, the number of negative colonoscopies can be markedly reduced with imaging. Nevertheless, in imaging strategies, still over 30% of colonoscopies are negative, which leads to considerable screening burden.
Although negative colonoscopies in imaging strategies are mainly due to false-positive imaging tests, they can also be the consequence of imperfect detection of colorectal lesions during colonoscopy itself. In clinical practice, these discordant test results may lead to additional referrals to either CTC or colonoscopy. This would lead to additional healthcare costs that were not included in our analyses.
In our base-case analysis, the participation rates for FIT, colonoscopy and CTC were based on trials.
12,30 However, participation in the context of a trial does not necessarily reflect participation rates that are achievable in a screening programme. For example, participation in the first round of the Dutch FIT screening programme was 8% higher than the participation in pilot studies. 30, 46 Furthermore, the communication of information to screen-eligible individuals also influences participation in a screening programme. 47 Thus, it is possible that higher participation rates for CTC can be achieved than the rates we assumed in our base-case analysis. Therefore, we carried out extensive sensitivity analyses in which we assumed participation rates of 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100% for all screening strategies. We found that different assumptions for participation rates of the screening strategies could change the ordering of the screening strategies in terms of costs and effects considerably. Nevertheless, only under unlikely assumptions for participation rates of FIT and CTC screening, CTC can be more effective with higher cost-savings than FIT screening. Thus, none of the imaging strategies are likely to be a cost-effective alternative for FIT screening. Instead, CTC screening may be offered to individuals who are unwilling or not able to undergo diagnostic colonoscopy.
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An important difference between imaging and other CRC screening modalities is the ability of imaging to visualize extracolonic structures. This enables the detection of, for example, aneurysms and extracolonic cancers. However, it is questioned whether this is an advantage or disadvantage of screening by imaging. 49 On the one hand, earlier detection of cancer and other abnormalities could potentially lead to health gains. On the other hand, most extracolonic findings are clinically unimportant and therefore, detection of these lesions may only cause futile distress. More research is required to evaluate the impact of extracolonic findings on the cost-effectiveness of CTC and MRC screening for CRC. A limitation of the present study is that the participation rate of CTC was derived from a study using limited bowel preparation, 12 whereas the test characteristics of CTC were derived from studies using full bowel preparation. 16, 17, 33 We assessed the impact of these assumptions in one-way sensitivity analyses in which we lowered positivity rates of CTC. Results did not change considerably. Furthermore, we based the participation rate of MRC on the participation rate of CTC owing to limited evidence on MRC participation. However, the procedures and bowel preparation differ, which could in practice lead to differences in the participation rate. In a sensitivity analysis, we both increased and decreased the participation rate of MRC. This analysis showed that MRC participation should be markedly higher than CTC participation to be a cost-effective alternative.
In addition, costs of CRC treatment were based on a study reporting treatment costs in Ireland in 2008. 50 Although we converted these costs to 2014 Euros based on the consumer price index, it is possible that these costs do not reflect current treatment costs in Netherlands. Firstly, treatment regimens can differ between countries. Secondly, new, mostly expensive, treatments have become available for CRC treatment since 2008. Therefore, CRC treatment costs were changed in a sensitivity analysis. Screening led to even higher cost-savings when treatment costs were increased, whereas the opposite holds for decreasing treatment costs. Nevertheless, all screening strategies remained cost-effective compared with no screening. The parameters in the ASCCA model are mainly derived from Dutch data. Nevertheless, model predictions can also be meaningful for other Western countries. Firstly, the natural history of CRC, on which the structure of the ASCCA model is based, is considered to be universal. Furthermore, test characteristics of colonoscopy, CTC and MRC are based on international systematic reviews and meta-analyses and therefore also apply for other countries. Thirdly, the Dutch surveillance guideline is comparable with the surveillance protocol of other Western countries. On the other hand, adenoma prevalence in the ASCCA model is higher than that in several other countries. [51] [52] [53] Furthermore, participation rates for each screening modality are also country specific. If the prevalence and participation rates in a country differ substantially from the rates used in this study, reparameterization of the model is required to obtain more accurate cost-effectiveness estimates.
A strength of the present study is the extensive evaluation of the impact of changing key assumptions. The results of our sensitivity analyses did not change our main conclusion that all screening strategies lead to more LY at lower costs compared with no screening. Furthermore, CTC was still preferable over MRC owing to the lower costs per test. If computationally feasible, it would be valuable for future modelling studies to conduct a probabilistic sensitivity analysis in order to assess the joint effect of parameter uncertainty.
In conclusion, this study assessed the potential of imaging techniques as a screening tool for CRC. Our results showed that imaging-based CRC screening is cost-effective compared with no screening. CTC screening is favoured over MRC screening owing to the lower costs per test. Furthermore, an incremental analysis of imaging strategies showed that CTC screening with five rounds is a cost-effective alternative for three rounds of colonoscopy screening. Compared with FIT screening, imaging-based screening is unlikely to be ever cost-effective. Participation is an important driver of effectiveness and cost estimates. 
APPENDIX A. THE ADENOMA AND SERRATED PATHWAY TO COLORECTAL CANCER MODEL
Model description
The ASCCA model is a Markov microsimulation model, which means that individual health trajectories are simulated. Individuals are modelled from the age of 20 years to the age of 90 years or death, whichever comes first. During their lifetime, individuals can transition through a specific set of mutually exclusive health states. Each cycle, which has a length of 1 year, an individual has the probability to remain in the current health state or progress or regress to an adjacent health state. The model is programmed in C ++ .
Natural history
The ASCCA model describes the natural history of CRC, i.e. the development of colorectal lesions to cancer. Two pathways to CRC are included: the adenoma-carcinoma pathway as postulated by Morson et al in 1974 A1,A2 and the more recently described serrated pathway. All individuals start in the model as healthy and are assigned a personal risk index. Together with an agespecific baseline risk, this risk index determines an individual's risk of developing colorectal lesions. This risk index ensures that some individuals develop multiple lesions, whereas the majority will not develop adenomas during their lifetime. In the model, individuals can develop up to 10 adenomas and 10 serrated lesions. The development of each adenoma is modelled independently. When an individual develops an adenoma, this is allocated several characteristics such as location, morphology, dysplasia and villosity. Each cycle, an adenoma has the probability to grow or regress in size. However, we did not allow for complete regression. A3-A5 Also, dysplasia and villosity can progress each cycle to a more severe stage. This risk of developing malignant features increases with adenoma size. When an adenoma is an advanced adenoma, i.e. has high-grade dysplasia, has any villous component or is ≥10 mm, it can progress to CRC. In the present study, we assumed that all CRCs arise via the adenoma-carcinoma pathway; that is, serrated lesions are considered innocuous. This enables comparison of model results with other CRC screening models, which do not include the serrated pathway to CRC. The ASCCA model includes four non-symptomatic and four symptomatic CRC stages. Each round, a tumour can progress to a more advanced stage or can become detected by symptoms.
Screening component
The ASCCA model is supplemented with a flexible screening component so that numerous screening strategies can be simulated. The screening component consists of three parts: (1) primary screening, (2) diagnostic colonoscopy and (3) surveillance. For primary screening, a screening age range, screening interval, participation rate and test characteristics need to be specified. It is also possible to specify two primary screening tests in order to evaluate co-testing or a primary test plus triage test. Also, the decision rule for referral to diagnostic colonoscopy needs to be defined.
For diagnostic colonoscopy, the model requires input on the proportion of individuals that is compliant with referral to diagnostic colonoscopy, test characteristics and the risk of complications and deaths during the procedure. Also, the polypectomy strategy needs to be defined: that is, it needs to be specified which colorectal lesions, e.g. adenomas, small serrated lesions in the rectosigmoid etc., are removed upon detection. Surveillance in the model is based on the findings during diagnostic colonoscopy. Individuals can be either referred back to primary screening or enter the surveillance programme. For the surveillance programme, the proportion of individuals that complies with the surveillance protocol, the test characteristics of the surveillance test, the interval between subsequent surveillance colonoscopies, an ending rule which determines when an individual is referred back to screening and a maximum age need to be specified.
A cancer can become detected by screening during diagnostic colonoscopy or during surveillance colonoscopy. Screen-detected CRCs are assigned different survival probabilities compared with symptom-detected CRCs because the former have a better prognosis.
A6
It is possible to run the ASCCA model without the screening component. In that case, a scenario without screening is simulated. When a specific screening strategy is specified in the screening component, the impact of that screening strategy can be evaluated. In that case, screening can, when dependent on the screening input, disrupt the natural history; that is, adenomas have the probability to become detected and removed by means of polypectomy in order to prevent the development of CRC. The model keeps track of the underlying health status of an individual as well as the health status as determined by screening and colonoscopy. Consequently, the number of true positives, true negatives, false positives and false negatives in a specific screening strategy can be determined.
Model parameters
An important data source for the ASCCA model was the Dutch COlonoscopy vs COlonography Screening (COCOS) trial. A7 In this trial, previously unscreened individuals at average risk aged 50-75 years were subjected to either colonoscopy or CTC. For the model parameters, data from only the colonoscopy arm were used. First, we calibrated the age-and sex-specific adenoma incidence and personal risk index to prevalence rates observed in the COCOS trial. For age categories that were not included in this trial, we used results from Rutter et al. A8 Subsequently, the progression rates and regression rates between the states diminutive adenoma, small adenoma and large adenoma were calibrated against the age-, sex-and size-specific prevalence rates found in the COCOS trial. During this calibration procedure, we used studies on adenoma growth rates to guide model input. A4,A5 It should be noted that we assumed that complete regression, i.e. from "diminutive adenoma" to "healthy", is not possible and that only adenomas without malignant features can regress in size. Size-specific transition probabilities to acquire malignant features ("low-grade dysplasia" to "high-grade dysplasia" and "tubular" to "'tubulovillous/villous") were fitted against the proportion of adenomas with that specific malignant feature in each size category. Other adenoma characteristics, namely location distribution and morphology, were directly derived from the COCOS data.
The sex-specific progression rate from advanced adenoma to CRC is defined by a Weibull distribution. The shape and scale of this distribution were calibrated against Dutch age-and sexspecific CRC incidence rates as reported by the Dutch Cancer Registry. A10 For the stage-specific transition rates to a subsequent CRC stage, we used dwell times reported by Brenner et al,
A11
whereas stage-specific detection rates were fitted against the stage distribution of detected CRC. 10-yearly stage-specific survival rates for CRC were derived from the Dutch Cancer Registry. A10 The age-and sex-specific risk of dying owing to other causes was based on observations of the Dutch Central Bureau of Statistics.
A13
Supplementary After calibration, the ASCCA model satisfactorily reproduced data from the COCOS trial as well as the Dutch CRC incidence and mortality rates. Multiple parameter sets, i.e. a low, mean and high prevalence set, were obtained as a result of calibrating against the lower limit, mean and upper limit of the data. An overview of important model parameters as used in the base-case analyses of the present study is provided in Supplementary Table A1 . In addition, Supplementary Table A2 shows the model-predicted age-and sex-specific prevalence of adenomas and advanced adenomas in the situation without screening. Supplementary Table A2 . Prevalence of adenomas and advanced adenomas in the base-case natural history model.
Age category
Prevalence in men (%) Prevalence in women (%) 
Cost-effectiveness analyses
The cost-effectiveness of a specific screening strategy compared with the reference strategy is determined by dividing the difference in costs by the number of LYG. This results in the ICER. For this study, an ICER below €35,916/LYG, i.e. the Dutch GDP per capita, was considered cost-effective. To determine the costs of each strategy, we assigned costs to certain procedures as well as certain health states. These costs are shown in Table 2 . For every individual, the model keeps a record of the procedures the individual has underwent as well as the health states. When the life trajectory of an individual is completed, total costs for that individual are calculated. This is repeated for all simulated individuals. All costs are summed up which results in the total costs of that specific strategy. The number of LY for each strategy consists of all LY lived by the individuals simulated in that strategy. In order to calculate LY, the age of death is recorded for every individual. The age at which individuals start in the model, i.e. 20 years, is deducted from the age of death to determine the number of LY lived for a specific individual. Then, the LY for all individuals in a specific strategy are summed. Besides determining the total costs and total number of LY, discounted total costs and discounted total number of LY are also estimated. Costs and LY are discounted using the international discount rate of 3%, starting at age 50 years. 
